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Overarching objective and strategic vision
Timely and customized support for the refinement and implementation of NDCs,
through capacity building and analysis/modeling of policy instruments focusing on
carbon pricing



•
•
•
•
•

I. NDC
refinement

2018: Facilitative dialogue
2020: Update NDCs
2023: Global stocktake
2025: Update NDCs
2028: Global stocktake

policy options,
impacts, roadmap,
sector targets, etc.

II. NDC
submission

V. NDC
revision,
ratcheting up
ex-post + ex-ante,
understanding gap
and potential

NDC cycle from
PAWP lens

IV. NDC
monitoring and
tracking
country-level &
global stocktake
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Institutional and
multi-sectoral
coordination,
stakeholder
engagement

III. NDC
implementation
enabling policy and
investment
framework,
barriers removal,
complementary
measures

Broad policy questions
 How to translate overall pledges and broad pillars into
concrete actions and enabling policies?
 How to prioritize and time actions/policies under budget
envelope?
 How to make NDC implementable, and implement it
effectively?
 How has NDC performed?
 What are potential options for ratcheting up?
 NDC process requires technical capacity, supported by
appropriate analytical approaches/tools
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Framework of PAWP support
 Development of modeling tools
and approaches
 Capacity building in modeling
and policy analysis

Tools

Capacity

 Modeling and analysis of
• policy impact and policy
interaction, as part of low
emission pathways

Policy
analysis

• policy design options
• enabling policies/measures

 Country- and Program-level
5

Granular
policy
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Country-level: on-going/initiated in FY17
Country

Description

Framework

Relevance for NDC

Chile

Modeling of policy options and
developing implementation plan for
NDC in energy sector

Bottom-up energy and CGE
models in tandem (2050)

Energy sector contribution
and action plan

Colombia

Macro-economic modeling of
carbon pricing instruments

CGE adaptation and softlinking with bottom-up
energy (2040)

Inform choice of carbon
pricing instrument/s to
support economy-wide
NDC mitigation targets

Modeling of ETS design options and
design roadmap

Qualitative assessment; gap
analysis

Developing modeling framework,
database, and technical capacity for
exploring decarbonization pathways
to achieve NDC target

Bottom-up model with focus
on energy and transport;
aggregation framework for
other sectors (2050)

Costa Rica
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Energy and transport
sector contributions.
Policy actions toward NDC

Country-level: on-going/initiated in FY17 (cont’d)
Country

Morocco

Description

Framework

Relevance for NDC

Developing NDC
implementation strategies

Bottom-up model with current focus
on the building sector (2030). Plan to
cover other NDC-relevant sectors.
Investors’ perspective approach

Rapid assessment of potential
carbon pricing options

Policy analysis and roadmap for
carbon pricing; qualitative assessment

Turkey

Support for strengthening local
modeling capacity and tools for
effective NDC implementation

Marginal Abatement Cost curve tool
(linked with CGE under MRP activity);
Investors’ perspective approach

Refinement of NDC;
Support NDC
implementation

Vietnam

Assessing policy and reform
packages that stimulate
investments toward meeting
NDC targets

Bottom-up energy model (power,
industry), and Marginal Abatement
Cost curve tool (2050)
Investors’ perspective approach

Support NDC
implementation
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Support NDC
implementation

Country-level PAWP – Observations
 More emphasis on capacity building than in the past
 Countries have utilized state-of-the-art tools in NDC preparation
phase and have started applying them to support NDC
implementation

 But none has a consistent and coherent NDC
analytical/modeling framework in place for the entire NDC cycle
 The economics of NDC is ad-hoc and fragmented when assessing
cost-benefit, investment needs and financing
 None has looked beyond the national boundaries, and toward
exploring international/regional linkages and cooperation
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Program-level activities in FY17
 Technical Workshop on “Paving the Way for NDC
Implementation: Analyzing Policy Options and Modeling
Carbon Pricing”
• Workshop summary report and webpage for materials, tools,
and discussion by session

 Report on “Reconciling Carbon Pricing and Energy
Policies in Developing Countries”

 Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool – Scoping and Phase I
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Paving the Way for NDC Implementation
International Workshop, hosted by the government of Costa Rica and PMR

 Objectives
•
•
•
•

Share NDC-relevant analytical approaches and modeling tools
Provide hands-on and interactive training for non-modelers
Build a network of colleagues and peers for experience sharing
Identify critical gaps with respect to technical capacity and readiness
toward NDC implementation  further PMR support

 Where & When
• San Jose, Costa Rica, December 6-8, 2016

 Who
• Over 80 participants comprising policy makers, technical experts and
researchers involved in the analytics underlying NDC implementation
planning in their countries, and international experts
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Paving the Way for NDC Implementation (cont’d)

https://www.thepmr.org/events/eventlist/workshop/technical-workshop-21-paving-way-ndc-implementation-analyzing-policy
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Paving the Way for NDC Implementation (cont’d)
Theme

Session

Day 1

Refining and updating • Gearing up for NDC Implementation
NDCs
• Analytical approaches and modeling tools to support NDC
development and implementation
• Designing packages of enabling policies in the context of NDCs
• Tool sharing and demonstration – Modeling NDC policy
packages to promote low-carbon investment and behavioral
change

Day 2

Toward effective NDC
implementation

• The role of carbon pricing in NDC implementation: a modeling
perspective
• Tool sharing and demonstration – Developing roadmap for
NDC implementation
• Understanding the wider impacts of NDCs (macro, SDGs,
distributional)
• Analysis of policy alignment and policy interaction

Day 3

Ratcheting up NDC
ambition

• Tracking and monitoring NDC progress
• Tool sharing and demonstration – Paving the way for deep
decarbonization: assessing NDC mitigation objectives vis-à-vis
long-term emissions scenarios
• Regional and international cooperation to reduce cost and
increase NDC ambition
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Reconciling Carbon Pricing and Energy Policies
 Objectives
• Provides in-depth analysis of energy policies in developed and
developing countries
• Explores potential convergences and conflicts between the objectives
of energy policies and carbon pricing instruments; and
• Discusses how these can be brought into accord

 Emerging key messages
• Introduction of carbon pricing in complex energy markets and existing
policy environment can lead to unexpected effects
• Policy makers should strive for an integrated design of carbon pricing
and energy policies towards a robust and consistent policy package

 Status: undergoing peer review and quality enhancement and
will be published in the Summer 2017
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Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool


Rationale
 Complement country-level carbon pricing framework with modeling
international linkages
 Direct use by policy makers and non-modelers, for policy
analysis/discussion, developing consensus, and capacity building



Characteristics
• Target policies: Carbon pricing instruments (domestic policies and
international cooperation), as part of overall policy package;
• Coverage: Global, with individual ICPs – Modeling of specific
scenarios for 3-4 ICPs in Phase 1 starting in FY17;
• Impacts: GHG emissions across NDC-relevant sectors, key
macroeconomic indicators (e.g. GDP growth, competitiveness,
international trade), sectoral/structure changes, co-benefits
15

Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool – scoping and Phase I
 The PMR Secretariat presented the concept and design of the
Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool at PA14 and PA15 – received overall
positive feedback and initial expression of interest from a few ICPs
(including Chile, Mexico, and South Africa)
 Based on the discussions at the Technical Workshops in Brasilia
and San Jose, the PMR Secretariat concluded that there is a strong
rationale for the development of Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool
and the envisaged work plan are technically feasible from the tool
development viewpoint
 Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool Phase I – begins in FY17 and
completes in FY18, and includes development of the Tool itself,
and (ii) detailed representation of country-specific scenarios for
the above three ICPs

16
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Country-level: FY18 and beyond



Scope of work: Support activities that fall within the PAWP framework
Considerations:
• Overall mitigation strategies and (Intended) Nationally Determined
Contribution (INDC/NDC);
• Level of political support to carbon pricing and clarity on the
institutional arrangement for implementation;
• Scope of work and additionality of proposed activities;
• Budget and timeline; and
• Output and expected outcome of the implementation



Process (since the beginning of FY17)
• Integrated approach for funding additional activities (PMR Note PA14
2016-1)
• ICPs are invited to submit proposal using a template (annex to PMR
Note PA14 2016-1)
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Thailand: proposal for additional funding for FY18
 Topic: “Impact of carbon pricing instruments on national economy
and contribution to NDC”
 Activities:
1) Economic modeling of carbon pricing instruments including carbon tax, ETS,
and crediting mechanism to contribute to Thailand’s NDC mitigation goal;
2) Modeling and analytical work aimed at identifying the interaction between
the carbon pricing policies and existing national and sectoral policies; and

3) Capacity building and dissemination of knowledge and understanding of the
effectiveness of the carbon pricing instruments for the mitigation goal
achievement

 Expected to start in Q1 FY18 and complete in Q2 FY19, and is
proposed as a jointly funded work between the government of
Thailand and the PMR
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Proposed program-level activities in FY18


Annual global event: policy analysis and carbon pricing
modeling to support NDC implementation – provide a platform
for in-depth discussions around:
• The progress on—and the contributions to—the Facilitative Dialogue in 2018
from the PMR’s perspective;
• Key analytical challenges and modeling topics underpinning NDC update
exercise that has to be completed ahead of the 2020 session; and
• Emerging findings from IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C and related GHG pathways
that are relevant for NDC update and carbon pricing modeling



Carbon Pricing Simulation Tool – Phase II
• Provides an opportunity for additional 4-5 interested ICPs to take part and
develop/simulate detailed country-specific scenarios with the tool
• Work also includes enhancement of global scenarios based on NDC updates,
IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C, and new developments of carbon pricing policy
and other international climate policy around the world
20

Thank You for Your Attention

PMR SECRETARIAT
PMRSECRETARIAT@WORLDBANK.ORG
WWW.THEPMR.ORG
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